Introduce rackup_path in plugin DSL

Currently there’s http_rackup_path and https_rackup_path. In practice all built in modules and most (all?) plugins that I know define the same rackup config for both HTTP and HTTPS. Having a DSL method to do this simplifies code.

Revision 88fbc8e6 - 10/02/2020 01:56 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden

Fixes #30951 - Provide a rackup_path plugin DSL

Currently there’s http_rackup_path and https_rackup_path. In practice all built in modules and most (all?) plugins that I know define the same rackup config for both HTTP and HTTPS. Having a DSL method to do this simplifies code.

History

#1 - 10/01/2020 12:46 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/smart-proxy/pull/773 added

#2 - 10/02/2020 01:56 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.3.0 added

#3 - 10/02/2020 02:01 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 88fbc8e67d665e2c3b19acb53b31ff30acf078b7.